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Starting Your Hoop House Build

At Bootstrap Farmer we field a lot of calls from people looking to build their first hoop house. We

get questions from every possible type of person. Often this is the biggest construction many folks

take on, so there are naturally many questions. People are terrified to make a mistake and given

the job hoop houses have of protecting valuable crops as well as a significant up front investment,

we certainly understand how important it is to build it right the first time. 

Even though we have kits with specific instructions, we want to tell you that each hoop house we

have ever seen has still been different from one another.  Farmers add on, adjust, and customize to

fit their many different needs, especially once they gain experience and adjust to their particular

needs.

Over time, farmers view hoop house construction as a framework instead of an exact step-by-step

to follow, and this guide is to help get you there right from the start.  

Hoop houses are simple structures. In its simplest form, they are hoops with plastic on top to protect

plants from excessive wind and rain.  They provide solar gains at the start and end of the growing

seasons to allow farmers to begin growing earlier and harvest later into fall. With  proper crop

selections and succession planting, many climates can also support four season farming. 

A hoop house can be built from many materials. Each farmer is able to decide if they want to save

capital investments upfront or invest into a stronger structure at the start that will last for seasons to

come. Local weather and environmental conditions ultimately should be the deciding factor to

hoop house construction. 

In this article I will answer many of the questions we routinely receive at Bootstrap Farmer regarding

hoop house construction. But first let’s set expectations

What Growing Structure is Best?

Agricultural terms seem only to separate farm goods from the public. As farmers, we often can’t

agree either. What exactly do organic, local, and sustainable all really mean? Well, it can vary

from state to state. Some pockets of soil growers view hydroponic as unnatural. Organic growers

may be allowed to spray some chemicals that turn other label laden growers into soap box

evangelists at the drop of a hat. Some folks claim a caterpillar tunnel is a greenhouse. We should

take steps to clearly define and correctly use industry terms. It all adds up if small ag is going to ride

the transparency train into professional credibility to the buying public.

  GETTING STARTED
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What is a Caterpillar Tunnel?

A caterpillar tunnel is a temporary growing structure, designed to be a low cost startup. It can

be easily moved, as it has almost no bracing. Instead of wood or metal bracing, the caterpillar

relies on a webbed rope system to adhere the plastic and maintain its structure. At its most

basic package, a strap or webbing material is used in place of a metal purlin. The basic

packages are staked down with rebar instead of 2”+ diameter metal poles, which offer less

surface area holding the post into the ground. There are also no doors as the end walls consist

of bunching extra plastic and staking it into the ground. 

Can I Upgrade My Caterpillar Tunnel?

Upgrades can be added to a caterpillar tunnel. If this is a consideration of yours, be sure to

check the gauge of the initial pipes to make sure that adding the expense of the options will be

worth the extra expense.  Many times, it makes more sense to invest in a sturdier hoop house

instead of trying to add on to a structure that may or may not have the strength to carry the

upgrades.

Caterpillar kits are popular because of their ease of setup and lower start-up cost.

Unfortunately, they are also the most prone to fail under wind or snow loads. This is when you

need protection the most. Rebuilding or scrapping a total loss kit can often not save you any

money long term. To further compound financial and time loss, crop damage or loss may just

ruin a season’s profits.

 

What is a greenhouse?

A greenhouse is on the opposite end of a caterpillar tunnel. Greenhouses typically have hard

side endwalls made of insulated polycarbonate. Greenhouses employ stages of cooling like

powered gable vents, wet walls, exhaust fans, thermostat or computer monitored controllers,

gas heaters, and some type of shade deployment. The larger width size, think 24’ plus, make

greenhouses engineered structures. This adds to material size and expense to install. You can

often figure in extra expenses for concrete foundations and more construction costs to install. 

In use greenhouses are often intended for year round mono-cropping and ready to serve an

existing revenue stream. They are also popular in educational and research farms as the inside

working environment is better for isolating experiments and more comfortable for students and

staff throughout the year.

To ease confusion let’s look at the definitions of a caterpillar tunnel, a hoop house,

and a greenhouse across the industry.

  GETTING STARTED
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A hoop house captures the best of both caterpillar tunnels and greenhouses. You get the

structural integrity of ground posts, hip and baseboards, solid ridge poles, and end walls with

doors without the added expense of engineered truss systems. This is because hoop houses are

generally 20’ wide or less. 

Some DIY’ers ask about going wider than 20’. We discourage that as the material used to make

hoop house bows tend to be as low as 18 gauge and stop at the 16 gauge mark. Even if you

used a bigger pipe you still would need internal trusses to span the width of the structure. 

You can achieve the desired square foot by going longer because of the hip/base/ridge pole

configuration but the width will be the weak point without internal bracing and thicker poles all

placed precisely to carry the load.

When a hoop house is being used for its intended purpose of extending a growing season,

options like: roll up sides, double layer plastic, and four season farming via crop variety rotations

make the middle of the road price point very attractive. 

Add stronger build, minimal time to set up, and weather protection and it's easy to see why

more people choose to invest a couple of extra build days into a longer lasting structure. Peace

of mind is a pretty valuable commodity in farming when there are constant surprises that are out

of our control. 

Of note: High Tunnels are an offshoot of a hoop house that typically describe taller sidewalls and

bigger doors for larger equipment. The terms:  hoop houses, poly tunnels, and high tunnels are

interchanged a lot. 

  WHAT IS A HOOP HOUSE?

Caterpillar Tunnel Vs. Hoop House

Scan Code

or 

Visit
https://www.bootstrapfarmer.com/blogs

/building-a-greenhouse/high-tunnel-vs-

caterpillar-tunnel-the-battle-of-the-

tunnels
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A HOOP HOUSE DOESN’T GIVE YOU A LICENCE TO GROW EVERYTHING IN THE SEED CATALOGUE.

HOOP HOUSES ARE LIMITED BY AMBIENT TEMPERATURE, DAYLIGHT HOURS, AND THE QUALITY OF

SOIL BEING GROWN IN. 

For seasonal extension, It is a good idea to reframe your crop selection to your local market.

Hoop houses give you the ability to plant transplants into the ground as much as a few weeks

earlier. In the case of longer term vine crops, this means earlier blooms and perhaps the ability to

have the first tomatoes of the season at the market.  Earlier plantings may give you more turns

(number of harvests) of leafy greens.  

For cut flower farmers, who could benefit from underwatering and petals protected from rain

and wind damage, a hoop house may mean earlier perfect cut flowers in early spring.  It could

mean, having product when commanding market prices are available to add to the year’s

bottom line. 

Think earlier harvests, later harvests, and off season options like:  cold hardy crops, soil building

through cover cropping, and better produce protection throughout the entire season.

Hoop House construction timing can mean the difference between a stressed out season or

actually using the structure in an ideal manner. Considering your first and last frost dates will help

you to decided the best time to have a completed hoop house. 

Trying to build a hoop house in the winter for a winter crop means you will be rushing the build,

planting later than a full crop cycle can happen, and most likely ordering when suppliers are at

full capacity. 

Trust me when I tell you that suppliers get slammed with orders for greenhouse film adding to cut

times. The same thing happens in the summer when temperatures spike for the first time. The best

thing you can do is never let any supplier dictate when you will get a critical piece of equipment.

There is no better example than the mass agricultural industry hit during the Spring of 2020 Covid-

19 delays and then out of stocks everyone was affected by. 

Be prepared before you need something or be flexible in the busy season. Having a mindset of

flexibility and preparedness will in general make you a better farm business owner. 

  WHAT IS A HOOP HOUSE?

 There are about as many ways to piece hoop houses together as there are farmers.

There lies the beauty of building your own. Even when building from kits, there are

countless options to customize it for your needs. 
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Ground Posts are the poles that go into the ground to anchor the structure into the ground. Each

pole works both independently as an anchor point and together as a connected structure.

Ground posts are just slightly larger than the hoop pipes and ¼” bolts are used to secure the

hoops to the ground posts. It’s important that the bolts are on the inside of where the plastic will

be and running parallel and lengthwise to the structure.

Keep the hardware from interfering with the plastic!

Hoop Houses can be built over existing beds, uneven plots, and hills.  All of these on farm

interpretations can be done as long as you figure in extra plastic for width/length, account for

any in ground obstacles that may impede ground posts depth, or make installation difficult by

way of having to work on too tall of a pole. The most common pole is 4’ with 2’ in the ground

and 2’ out of the ground. 

The comfort level you have in making modifications are part of a long line of decisions you will

face running your own business. Kit instructions from any manufacturer act as a guide. 

Guides work great, if everything is equal. Crops, climate, terrain, skill level of the farmer, and even

physical considerations such as the farmer's height all can be challenges that require

modification. These modifications, or “going out of spec” help to make the structure your own.

Ground posts are installed using a ground post driver. This is included in the kit. Ground Post

Drivers are the tool to evenly pound in the posts without deforming the lip of the ground post. This

is a specialty piece of equipment that is not found in hardware stores. 

GROUND POSTS
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DIY Hoops

For DIY’ers you can bend your own hoops to save on shipping costs by sourcing poles locally.

The trade off is sweat equity of easily bending your own hoops with a hoop bender. The other

trade off is these hoops are made by hand and can be slightly un-uniform. While this doesn’t

hurt the strength it is enough to bother the perfectionists among us. 

Poles bent from 1 ⅜ top rail found in hardware store chain length fencing sections often are

17-18 gauge thickness. 

 Stronger gauge metal

available

 Double and triple

galvanizing, zinc

coating, and

proprietary coating

from top manufacturers

 BOOTSTRAP FARMER 

ALL METAL

PRE-BENT KITS

 
* Up to 5X the corrosion

resistance than cheaper metals

HOOPS

The strength and interior air volume in hoop houses are made possible to the millennia old

building shape, the arch. Pipes equally bent into roughly half circles are very strong, especially

when properly connected. Arches evenly distribute weight and live loads (wind) to the ground

posts and in turn the ground.

The types of materials used to construct the hoops vary wildly depending on the accessibility of

certain materials, the budget, as well as the farm’s individual needs

 STRENGTH greatly

reduced by UV exposure

Heavy and sustained

winds can push a PVC

structure to failure.

Compounded expenses

later in the cost and time

to rebuild the structure

PVC PIPES

*Bootstrap Farmer recognizes the

need to start on a strict budget,

but encourages anyone

considering this route to do their

research.

 The thin walls of this

material do not give

you a lot of length to

work with

EMT makes great

individual bed covers

for microclimates 

Best for smaller projects

 EMT
(Electrical Metallic Tubing) 

Some wholesale type suppliers offer lengths of 21’. While this technically is ok, remember that

this is out of spec of the intended in hoop house applications. 
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When comparing hoops in kits it is also important to note the spacing of hoops. Some budget

manufacturing have spacing up to 6’ rather than the much stronger 4’ spacing. An important

difference when it comes to snow and wind loads. 

NOTES ON HOOP INSTALLATION:

When placing your hoops into the correct width ground posts the hoops should be about 12”

wider than the ground posts. As you place one side in one side of the ground posts a partner

pushes in and sets the hoop in the other ground post. This spring loading of the hoops give them

their strength and stiffen up the arch. Don’t push the hoops in as far as you can, you will adjust

the height before you install the hoop to ground post bolts. 

When all of the hoops are installed it is very common for them to need initial leveling and

plumbing. At this point it is best to have the keenest eye among you on a step ladder with eyes

level with the top of the hoop. “Eyeballing” the hoops all the way down by pushing hoops in or

side to side will get you close but do not expect them to be perfect. They all straighten up when

you begin installing the hip boards, baseboards, and ridge poles.

HOOPS

The hoop benders are made to bend certain radiuses and when bending the required amount

of 10’ poles (10’ 6” with swag) they make the most accurate hoops for those instructions. In other

words both 10’ and 12’ benders both use 2 10’ poles but the radius of the pole bender makes 

 completely different width structures with the wider house being a bit shorter.

Similarly a 12’ pole bender isn’t intended to “bend differently” to make a 14’ hoop. Often the

best tool is the one that was specifically designed to do a specific job. 
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The following statement is true for the entire build but mostly comes into play at this stage.

Because all farms, skill levels, and tolerances are variable, hoop houses are designed to have

some play in them. These are not swiss watches that are precise engineering marvels. Hoop

houses are rarely perfectly square, plumb or level. Do the very best you can, occasionally re-do

mistakes when your gut tells you. Once the plastic is on tight all small miscalculations go away. This

isn't permission to cut corners or skip steps. It's more of an "you'll be ok if you are off a tad".

Learning to take farming tasks in stride now will do wonders for your agricultural career long term. 



Hip boards are most often found at 4’ off the ground. Baseboards run level down along the

ground. The ridge pole is the pipe that runs along the underside of the top of the hoops parallel

with the base boards. When straightening out the hoops I like to do the Base, the hip, and then

the ridge pole. 

Fully plumb the 1st hoop on one side of the house. Your ground posts will already be set as best

they will be for rib spacing. As you run the base boards they will begin to be connected adding

to the overall strength of the hoop house. Next measure the same rib spacing (4” for Bootstrap

Farmer structures) from the same hoop where you began the base boards. 

By working down you ensure proper and even rib spacing. By working the ridge poles the same

side and width you will see the shape of the hoop house really line up as it should. 

Hip boards and baseboards connect the hoops and keep them even along the length of the

structure. They also act as a foundation to secure lock channels and spring wire,  which is by far

the best way to secure greenhouse plastic. 

Most kits that call for wood have you source the lumber locally so add that cost into your budget.

Baseboards tend to be 2x6’s. Hip boards are sometimes 1x6’s or 1x8’s. I personally like the

strength and width of a 2x6, but this is another personal preference type of thing. Remember, it's

ok to over-build, just never cut corners or under build. 

Metal hip and baseboard options do come with premium kits. These metal braces offer multiple

connection points on the hoops to help with wind bracing. They also will out last wood long term.

And as far as strength, more often than not will also be superior to wood. 

When comparing kits, note the gauge and profile of the metal bracing. This is another place

where there is no “industry standard”. There are so many options out there. This may be a place

manufacturers use to lower the cost of a kit with lighter gauge steel. And remember, the lower

the number, the thicker the metal.  

HIP/BASEBOARD/RIDGE POLE
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Lock channel and spring wire is the industry standard for properly securing greenhouse plastic.

The lock channel and spring wire will be installed on baseboards, hip boards, and the end wall

hoops on the top/outside edge of the hoop. Lock channels can be installed with wood screws on

wooden base/hip boards, or self tapping screws into metal. For wood we suggest pre-drilling

holes for the wood screws. 

More on lock channel later, but to get another common question out of the way. Yes, you can

and do put multiple layers of spring/plastic into lock channels. This happens at endwalls. 

LOCK CHANNEL/ SPRING WIRE

WHAT IS SPRING WIRE?

Scan Code or 

Visit

https://www.bootstrapfarmer.com/blogs/buildi

ng-a-greenhouse/what-is-wiggle-wire
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We always discourage open ended as not being able to close the structure during a storm

creates a big parasail. Storm damages is most common when wind can get on the inside of the

structure.

So what are your door options? For DIY kits you can make a solid end wall, a single door, a

double door, gable vents. It all depends on what you can predict your activities will be. If you

are doing a single door is it big enough for a cart or your wheelbarrow? During harvest will

employees be going in and out all ot the same time getting ready for market? Are you in the

southern part of the US where gable vents will passively dump excess heat? 

DIY kits are often framed like the walls in a house. A horizontal base plate supports vertical studs

while studs offer support and can serve as an anchor point for door and vent frames. Vertical

studs are attached by various means to the top, often with carriage bolts. 

Metal kits offer the same frameworks but with metal poles, square tubing, and cross bars. For

metal kits this may mean less flexibility in full customization. However, you can often save time

and worry with options like double doors. It should be noted that just because a kit may have

limitations does not mean you are stuck solely with a basic end wall. You still have options to

build your own add ons for your own needs. 

If your needs change over time that’s okay. Add a door later. Seal up vents in the off season.

You can amend end walls without tearing up the existing hoop house. All farms go through

changes. Your ability to creatively think through solutions is what makes the challenges of

farming so rewarding. 

ENDWALLS

End walls seem to give folks anxiety. From a structural standpoint the

hoop house itself isn’t reliant on end walls to stay up.  However

having contact points to secure greenhouse plastic is very

important. The other equally important consideration when building

endwalls is door placement. (Read below for door options)
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Installing greenhouse film over your hoop house for the first time is where most of the questions

and reassurances come from when people contact our tech line at Bootstrap Farmer. I can truly

tell you that no one has ever called to tell us it was harder than they first fretted about.

Best practices include being prepared with 3-4 people to help. No one necessarily needs

experience either. I once put up a 30x96 with just one other person who had never even been in

a hoop house. Keeping a good level head and working with the piece in front of you a foot at a

time is all you can do. You’ll find that once you get going you really don’t have a chance to

stop. When you work in the proper order it all really comes together on it’s own. 

I like to have a couple of pieces wood or paint roller handles on the inside for helping nudge the

plastic over the top of the hoops. Keep a step ladder ready for the end wall you will start on first.

Some people like to tape cross connectors, hoop seams, and hardware to prevent premature

wearing out of plastic. Duct tape works well but I personally like how tight I can wrap with

electrical tape. 

Begin by unfolding or unrolling your plastic lengthwise along the hoop house. You will know which

side faces down (the anti-condensate side) as you will be able to read the labels from the inside

of the hoop house. 

Covering a hoop house is most often best done in the morning when winds haven’t picked up

yet. It’s easier to start on the side working into prevailing wind. 

As you begin lifting the plastic over any breeze will help open up the plastic. If you work with the

wind the plastic will be pushed onto the ribs making the job way more difficult that it needs to be. 

INSTALLING PLASTIC
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INSTALLING PLASTIC

Your plastic, when fully rolled out, will drape down on both sides and down both endwalls with at

least 2’ all around the ground. 

Begin at the top of an end wall and work down one side to the ground and then top to bottom

again on the other side. Then move your ladder to the opposite end wall. With help pull the

plastic as tight as you can toward you and begin securing the film into the channel top to

bottom and side to side. Next you move to one of the long sides and begin securing the film into

the lock channel with spring wire at the hip board. Once the plastic is secure along the length of

one side move to the opposite long side. While pulling down as tight as you can now secure the

plastic with spring wire. After completion you will be able to see where you can retighten plastic

by removing a section of spring wire and pulling from the bottom. Once you are happy with the

top you can move onto roll up sides or baseboard securing of the plastic. Note: we will get to the

end walls shortly. 

A lot of folks ask us why the base board needs lock channel and spring wire if you are using roll

up sides. For one, it gives you the option to fully seal off your roll up sides with spring wire during a

significant storm event or during the winter. Second, it gives you options to secure insect netting.

Note: insect netting needs to be installed before plastic goes on. And remember, more than one

layer can fit into a lock channel. 

For roll up sides you will wrap at least 1’ of greenhouse film around ¾ EMT down the length of the

greenhouse. Feel free to cut off any excess from the bottom past 12”. Once the plastic is secured

to the crank end, you may find that hand rolling the non-crank end as you roll the sides up and

down assists in alignment.  Once you are satisfied with that, roll the side walls down to the

baseboard to begin trimming for the end wall. 
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Ideally two people will each grab a corner of the plastic on the ends and begin lifting over the

hoops. This plastic can take significant tugs so do not be afraid to pull when needed. But be

mindful of snagging on corners, boards, or hardware. This will cause rips. 

If you have other helpers you can position them on the endwalls on the side the film is unrolling

from and help unroll/fold to give the pullers slack. 



Begin securing the plastic across the base including horizontal door and door frame pieces at

the bottom.

You will then secure the plastic to the top with a second layer of wiggle wire in the end wall

hoop lock channels that you first secured the plastic in when you began installing the plastic.

When working the wrinkles out, think in terms of working from a central point and out diagonally. 

Next work your way up the door, door frame, and uprights to the top of the hoop. It works best if

you work from the bottom to the top from the middle out on one side and then the other.

Securing these individual pieces after the perimeter makes the end wall skin very tight and that

is exactly what you want. Lastly cut between the door and the door frame between lock

channels to allow the doors to open. 

You will find that any wrinkles you may have smooth out after a couple of days in sunlight.  

INSTALLING PLASTIC
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When trimming the end walls start on the outside edge of the hoop lock channel just past the

outermost lock channel face. Continue down and up the hoop until you reach the rolled up

side. Carefully cut through the rolled up plastic to the EMT to release the plastic from the side

wall. 

For end wall plastic remember that you are inserting spring wire into the lock channel around

the base, door, door frame, vent frames, and any uprights. The more you can secure the better.



UPGRADES

Making Your Hoop House Work For You- Post Build with Options

Options like roll up sides, insect netting, shade cloth, inflated double layers of plastic, ventilation

all help you increase the effectiveness for your plants and the comfort of the people working in

the hoop house.  

Deciding to invest in these options should be based on production planning, not an "I don’t

know what to do, so I’ll buy it all” shotgun effect. 

When I’m on the phone with a new hoop house buyer and the subject of double layer comes

up we work through their climate and operation. Because a hoop house is not typically an

environmentally controlled structure, no heaters or powered cooling units, we need to consider

the R value ( a material’s resistance to thermal conduction) of a double layer system. A double

layer of greenhouse plastic hovers around 1.6 so the holding power of heat isn’t the silver bullet

some farmers are hoping for. 

We need to determine if the cost of a second sheet of greenhouse plastic, a blower, the

electricity needed to run the blower, the initial labor to install the double layer and blower, plus

the eventual reskinning of the greenhouse film is going to yield the returns needed to justify the

cost. 

Ask yourself if you are going to add passive heat like solar barrels, adding active heaters that you

are feeding gas or wood, growing cold sensitive plants like vine crops, and growing zone

considerations like length of available daylight. If you live in a temperate grow zone and plan to

grow cold loving brassicas you may not even need a second layer.

 If you plan on growing tomatoes in an unheated hoop house in Minnesota year round you will

be very disappointed when the temp gets consistently below 65° no matter if you have a second

layer or not. It is all part of the checks and balances you need to think about when planning your

farm. 

If we keep in mind what a hoop house is designed to do, seasonal extension, it’s easier to pick

the best options for your farm. 

Does your area have grasshoppers? You will want insect netting. Are you in the southernmost

states and get too much heat in the summer season? Roll up sides and gable vents will keep

your warm workers and your plants a little cooler.
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Most farms grow mixed crops so it is really about deciding what the happy median is. 

Choose shade density based on your climate, plant's light needs, and plant's heat sensitivities.

Look up your growing zone’s length of daylight hours.  All of these combinations will help you

determine the shade percentage you need. Reframe your idea that a shade cloth is the be all

and end all of keeping plants happy. Like everything else in a hoop house it is part of an

ecosystem all working together doing their part. Shade cloth with passive venting like roll up

sidewalls really pack a one two punch to lowering ambient air temperature. 

You can secure it with spring wire in lock channel, shade cloth kits, or ropes. 

Ground cover is another popular add on. It’s not for everyone though. If you are building on a

prepared no till plot that has been tarped, weed suppression has already taken place and a

ground cover may just get in your way. But, if you are growing bigger crops like tomatoes you

may want them in between the rows. If you are just using your house for propagation or

ornamental production you may be only growing on benches and ground cover would be

welcome on its own or as a base for mulch or rock. 

If you do decide on ground cover install it first. I like to go just beyond the whole structure to help

keep weeds and maintenance activities away from the plastic to help preserve from abrasions.

Having a little buffer is also good passive IPM (integrated pest management) 

UPGRADES

Shade cloth can help reduce ambient temperatures by 8°-10°. This temperature reduction along

with the light diffusing properties of greenhouse film make the working conditions on those bright

summers and long pruning sessions tolerable. A third benefit is the reduced UV damage to

plants; especially fruiting crops like tomatoes. 

Microclimates from shade and sometimes secondary layers greatly improve the plant’s

environment. This can also be done in the winter with frost blankets inside the hoop house. This

may mean the difference in that last harvest of the season or avoiding frost burn during a late

cold snap. Keeping materials on hand and easily deployed are what separate beginners from

pro growers.

Shade Cloth Percentages:  30% Northern Zones Mixed Veg, 40% General

Mixed Crops, 50% Tomatoes/Lettuce/Mixed Crops, 60% Ornamentals/

Succulents, and 70% is for Light Sensitive Plants. 
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FINAL NOTES

KITS VS DIY

When shopping for a greenhouse kit there are so many options and spec variances that it is truly

hard to compare apples to apples. Low priced kits seem great until you look at the gauge of

metal, lack of ground posts, and lightweight hoops based on 6’ centers.  Price per square foot

should never be what you judge your purchasing decisions by. 

Why a kit was made is an important consideration. Was a kit designed to compete on price or

lead in strength? Speed of a build may subsequently be the speed in which a structure fails. The

Bootstrap Farmer all metal kit was designed to be a US made complete shippable hoop house

that was as easy to build as a wood base and hip board kit but structurally stronger. We wanted

the strongest hoop house on the market. Our DIY kit was designed for farmers wanting to put in

some sweat equity to save on capital costs. Get your own poles and lumber locally and save on

shipping costs. Bend your own hoops to savage on manufacturing costs. All of the other

specialty parts, hardware, and 4-year greenhouse film is included. 

No two manufacturers are the same. Really look into specs to make sure one square foot cost

isn’t misleading in strength and durability.

I would testify to congress that every person thinking about building a hoop house believes they

live in the windiest place on earth. Because wind is so erratic and everyone has unique weather

conditions it is a truly big concern. No matter if you are dealing with wind shear from the Rocky

Mountains, hurricanes on the east coast, winter storms up north, or winds on the high plains we

all have to consider how the weather will affect our entire operation. If wind will keep you up at

night, you need solid ground posts.

 If you want to add concrete, do it. 

If you want solid end walls, great, just make sure you use exterior materials and not OSB type

wafer boards which were not made for outside exposure. 

Anything out of speck or added on should be thought about first in terms of load on the

building. As in can the structure handle the added weight. Second, the durability of the material

being used. And third, in the practical daily use. The inventiveness of farmers is one of the most

inspiring things to us, especially when it is well thought out. 
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Wind simply deflects and flows around the structure. Keeping wind out and from pushing

underneath is key. Doors must be strong in the latch and frame, roll up sides need tight batten

rope/strap to keep walls from billowing out, and holes in the film accidentally made during the

season need repair tape as soon as possible.  

Think of a jet liner’s wind. 400-600 miles an hour and when you are looking out that little oval

window and start thinking about how thin the aluminum skin of an airplane actually is you can

get pretty jumpy during turbulence. But the skin is tight and the shape allows the air flow to move

around the wing. 

Keep your plastic tight and doors secure and with the exception of a direct landfall hurricane or

tornado hit,  you have great odds of your hoop house lasting many seasons. 

Stamped engineered drawings for permits

The NRCS High Tunnel Initiative Grant is a federal program divided up among the State offices to

help offset some or all of the cost of high tunnel builds. As the funds get divided up by county or

parish the interpretations of what the high tunnel is and the rigor agency directors use to validate

a grant submission can vary wildly. They do ask for some type of plans as a kit is what will get you

funded. The reason you see general stamped plans is because each state has their own codes.

And sometimes no codes. 

It is frustrating for people looking for answers on the internet because there are so many different

grant outcomes. Just know there is only one thing to truly consider. The interpretation of your

county’s NRCS agent. You will save hours of frustration simply going to the source with a mindset

of this agent is your partner in this- not the barrier. 

 

Continuing on with wind load. Why hoop houses are such a solid choice for heavy wind is

because when built correctly wind does not penetrate the walls and push the building apart or

push out of the ground. The reason lock channel and spring wire are so widely used is because

they have so much surface area holding greenhouse film over the structure tightly. 

FINAL NOTES

Creative design solutions push the industry forward. Continuing to put

makeup on a pig is expensive and depressing.
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FINAL NOTES

If you ever need stamped designs for your very specific area, here is why they are not available

for free. Each structural engineer, if they even have the experience with agricultural structures or

even want to, are licenced by the state they are working in or for. Most structural engineers are

certified in multiple states.

 Many also specialize in specific areas and it may take some digging to find one willing to work

on hoop houses. Furthermore calculations are also factored by soil type and structure of the

build sight. A lot of places have soil types in data bases but not all which may add to the

expense.

If the requirement calls for such a detailed budget in 300-1000 for custom stamped plans. We

have only seen this a couple times so it is nothing to keep you up at night. 

We had our demonstration all metal hoop house engineered at the address it is built and those

“general specs” have served the needs of those who have asked. 
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Lastly, we will leave you with the framework of hoop houses.  At the end of the day we believe

they are an excellent investment to greatly impact the yields of your farm’s output. 

Their simple design may still leave you scratching your head at times, but when you get to

actually building they are pretty straight forward. YouTube University, including the Bootstrap

Farmer channel, offers full builds and tricks galore. Instructions should be read all the way

through to visually familiarize yourself first. Try not to over complicate this simple design. You will

most likely make changes and add things as you get in there to actually do the work. Thats

when the good stuff really happens.  

We have a ton of content at https://www.bootstrapfarmer.com/pages/greenhouse-kits where

you can download and review the instructions for our kits as well as video supplements. And you  

can always send us an email at contact@bootstrapfarmer.com with any other questions.

Keep up the great work!

Bootstrap Farmer 


